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Message from the CEO
Business is only as good
as its people, a phrase
often used a as a
throwaway line, but it
is extremely accurate.
The numbers alone reflect
the value of people in our
business – over 500 full
time staff and a similar
number of subcontractors.
500 individuals that
professionally undertake their task within
the Comdain machine -bidding, planning,
managing, designing, delivering, reporting,
administering the various projects and
programs around the business. We have
individual’s daily going over and above in
their work duties, pushing the boundaries,
pushing their colleagues, pushing
themselves.
Talking about pushing the boundaries,
colleagues and themselves it worthwhile
reflecting on the path of our new
Queensland State Manager Rob Ryan.
Rob joined Comdain in 2010, as a fresh
of the boat (plane) migrant to Australia.
On the back of the recession in Ireland, by
chance he received Comdains details from
an acquaintance and being an individual
who likes to plan ahead made the call
to Tom Coen to explore opportunities
in Australia. Without employment secured
Rob and Antoinette arrived in Oz in March
2010, had an interview (the day after
St Patricks day, not sure if that helped or
hindered his interview performance) and was
offered a role as an Estimator which aligned
with his qualifications as a Quantity Surveyor.
Working within the Vic Engineering team,
his work ethic and proactive communication
skills soon lead Rob into a Project
Management role.
On the back of high personnel performance
and an obvious alignment of his personal
values and that of the organization, Rob
was offered a career and life changing
opportunity. It was to once again pack the
bags and grasp a new role as the Queensland
Operations Manager. Rob looking to develop
his career naturally took it with both hands.
At that point in time the organisation
required a business unit leader to;
Solidify and build competency into

the team (a team of 2 engineers, 2
administrators and 10 field personnel;

Build client relationships on performance

and customer service – Not only doing
what we promise but more;
Reflect and invigorate the 50 year old

Comdain culture – hands-on, best for
project approach;
Lead the safety culture;
Challenge convention & seek opportunities

working within existing structures and
company direction.
Having replaced a number of senior people
who had previously held this role, Rob’s
relative lack of experience was a gamble
for him and the organisation. Rob not only
took up the challenge but has spent the
last 4 years making the state of Queensland
his own (although he still has the Irish
complexion). Today the team consists of
over 80 passionate industry professionals
– 4 Senior Program Leaders, 12 Engineers,
2 estimators, 2 Safety Professionals,
3 Administrators, 4 Design and Drafting
Professionals, 8 Supervisors and 60
Field Staff. A client base the envy of any
service provider. A culture that not only
reflects what has made Comdain successful
but has raised the bar. An empowered team
owning their safety journey. And an extensive
portfolio of opportunities in our chosen
sectors of water and gas infrastructure.
Rob has had some great support and
mentoring along the way – Gavin Amopui,
Tom Coen and Jim Gaha, he listens, processes
and implements from support provided.
In July this year Rob was recognised
for his leadership, performance and
commitment with the new role as
Queensland State Manager.
The value behind recalling Rob’s journey is
that it illustrates the opportunities afforded
to those within Comdain who aspire, excel,
commit; take advice and willing to grasp
the opportunities. As Rob knows well the
journey has many ups & downs and still
a long road ahead.
As always there is a feast of impressive
projects, programs, innovations and
improvements occurring throughout
Comdain, some of which are captured
in the following pages – Enjoy the latest
Comdain Connect.
Cheers
Peter Coen

Call for content
We are always looking for interesting
images / stories to include in
Comdain Connect, whether it is
something unusual you’ve done at
work or home, a lesson learnt, a new
tool or methodology. Even a photo
of a colleague at a interesting
worksite location. Phone camera
quality is fine. Don’t be shy send it
through to the Marketing Department.
marketing@comdain.com.au
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Safety Update
In previous updates we’ve focused on the opening of the new
Training and Development Centre within the new Corporate head
office and operational centre. The centre ensures Comdain remains
an industry leader in trained and qualified field and project
management staff. Fitted out with class room style training for
25 people, the facility also has the capability to accommodate
over 60 people in a lecture style configuration. Since its opening,
approximately a year ago, we are proud to report completing
over 2,100 training sessions. These training sessions are all
industry certified catering to all required levels. Examples of
these courses include:
Site inductions / Traffic Management / First aid / Dial Before You Dig
/ Fire / Asbestos / Medical Air training / Washington pressure test /
Williamson Hot Tap / Trenching and Shoring / Confined space entry /
Large diameter pipe butt welding / Falls from heights / Gas specific
training – Including First response & Breathing Apparatus training etc.
Comdain also have a high competency rate of Certificate 3 and 4
in both (Gas – operations) and Civil Construction – (Maintenance
Utilities) with the intention of increasing this rate.
HSEQ Coordinator, Shane Adams:

By coordinating training in house we are able to
streamline inductions and safety checks prior to
commencing works, this gives our staff, our clients
and management peace of mind.

It’s about empowerment,
and 'Taking the lead'.

Jamie McCabe
Takes the Lead
This months winner for ‘Take the Lead’ is Jamie McCabe.
Jamie McCabe was nominated for recognising a potential hazard
in his daily work and being proactive enough to immediately draw
attention to it. During Jamie’s daily activity he stopped a delivery
driver from exiting site as he had an unsecure load. This had the
potential to cause serious injury or harm to a member of the public
if it was to fall from the back of the vehicle while travelling on a
public road. Well done Jamie!
Jamie was featured in the recent Safety Update, we encourage
everyone to continuously ‘Take the Lead’ and report any
observations to your team leaders before they become hazardous
for you or your team members. Remember ‘Take the Lead’ is for
well-being as well as safety and not just about compliance.
Continue to learn and improve on day to day habits and work
on the challenge, not work around it.
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HQ Grand Opening
Comdain officially opens its new Corporate Head Office and Operational Centre in Epping
Comdain Infrastructures purpose built
corporate head office and operational centre
in Epping on May 19th 2016, was officially
opened by the Hon. Minister Lisa Neville.
The day kicked off with an array of
clients and business partners eager to
tour the new building. The Honourable
Lisa Neville, Minister for Environment,
Climate Change and Water, officially
opened our new premises, thanking
Comdain for its long standing commitment
to Australia’s infrastructure, stating:

Comdain Infrastructure is a
valuable partner for many of the
Victorian Government’s initiatives
in ensuring effective management
of our water resources.
Many Victorians may not notice
the infrastructure that underpins
their water supply, but it is the
Government’s investment in projects
to extend and strengthen the water
grid – delivered in partnership with
organisations such as Comdain –
that are ensuring our water security.

Once the formalities concluded,
guests were invited to tour the premises.
Most guests admired the modern features
and impressive functional spaces; however
the main talking point was the strategic
decision of combining the corporate
and operational teams in order to create
highly efficient integration between all
working groups.
Stopping briefly to admire the organisation
of our warehouse, the group then proceeded
to the Training and Development Centre,
during which HSEQ National Manager,
Paul Harper explained how the purpose
built room would deliver training to staff
and sub-contractors such as: Site inductions,
falls from heights, First Aid, DBYD, Confined
Spaces as well as many others, with many
sessions booked in during wet conditions
when work sites are inaccessible.
A warm welcome to our new office

With over 50 years of experience in
engineering and asset management
services, as well as a strong focus
on environmental, customer and
community outcomes, Comdain
Infrastructure is a valuable service
provider to our water industry, and
has successfully delivered elements
of significant regional Victorian
water projects.
Left to right: Comdain's Kerry Karafotias, Geoff Thorn (Ausnet), Brad Janson (Comdain) and Elias Raffoul also (Ausnet)
Jim Gaha provides a service delivery insight

Minister Lisa Neville enjoying a moment with Jim Coen
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In-house warehouse creating highly efficient
logistics management

Brad Janson outlining the capabilities of the Systems Group

Interest to all – Our new Training and Development Centre

Systems Group Program Manager Brad
Janson then guided the group through the
unique mechanical/electrical and fabrication
capabilities of his team. He then went on to
explain how they integrate with the broader
Comdain service offerings driving value for
our clients. Guests were impressed with the
available resources in the systems centre
including a 10t gantry lift, turret milling
machines, pedestal grinders, bandsaws,
pallet walking forklift, lathes all of which cut
substantial build time. The facility also
allows Comdain the opportunity to conduct
product pre-testing, ensuring
all components shipped out are quality
controlled and ready for installation.

Upon finishing the official welcome,
Comdain offered staff the opportunity
to invite their families along to see where
they spend their working day, during which,
Comdain staff guided their families in and
around the building. In addition, onsite
pizzas were available for all who came
out to say hello, which included some
Nutella dessert pizzas for those who
lingered a little bit longer!

All in all, it was a fantastic day and a good
opportunity to bring families and colleagues
together. Comdain Director Tom Coen stated:

It was a pleasure to have clients
join us in celebrating this
momentous occasion, the building
itself signals Comdain’s ongoing
commitment to continue serving its
clients. Having Minister Lisa Neville
here to officially open the building
was an honour and a privilege,
of which we are grateful for.
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Projects around Australia
Victoria
Project:
Tullamarine Freeway Widening Project

Start date:
March 2016

Completion date:
September 2017

Client:
CPB/Citylink

About the project:
In March 2016, Citylink commenced
works on widening the CItyLink Tullamarine
Freeway. The CityLink Tulla Widening
project will see significant upgrades across
24Km of freeway between Melbourne
Airport and Power Street, with an extra
lane added in each direction and several
intersections upgraded.
CPB was engaged by CityLink to undertake
the widening project, who engaged
Comdain to assist with relocating numerous
assets that cross and run parallel with
the freeway to allow construction of the
new lanes. These assets include:
 Hydrant relocations required on both
7
PVC and MSCL Pipe
 elocation of DN600 MSCL main that
R
crossed the freeway. New pipe to be laid
at over 6 metres deep and works to be
undertaken in 36 hour window when
existing CWW main was isolated

Systems Group
Project:
Pipeline In-Line Inspection (Pigging) Project
– Prep Works

Start date:
June 2015

Completion date:
October 2016

Client:
Loy Yang B Power Station

T emporary hydrant installations required
to service freeway requirements while
existing are offline and being replaced
Some challenges around this project will
include timing of works, as some of these
works will require lane closures, Comdain
will have to work swiftly and methodically
to ensure an efficient outcome. Timing will
also be crucial as works will be carried hand
in hand with other contractor interfaces
on site. Comdain’s Program Manager for
Water, Andrew Gaston stated; “This project
is time crucial in every way imaginable, as
such our communication, safety and on-site
coordination both internal and external are all
methodically planned out. A great testament
to our team”

About the project:
In July 2015, Comdain was engaged by
Loy Yang B Power Station to carry out
modifications to its pipeline at the site to
allow an in line inspection program to be
carried out.
The Loy Yang B Power Station is a base load
coal fired generating facility located in
the Latrobe Valley, Victoria. Natural gas is
utilised for boiler start-up and occasional
combustion stability. This facility is located
at Barrs Lane and is also shared with the APA
Group Longford to Dandenong high pressure
gas transmission pipeline off take facility.
The pipeline is 12.9km in length, 300mm
in diameter and has a design pressure of
10.21MPa. The pipeline has a maximum
capacity of 6.1TJ/Hr at design pressure,
however the pipeline typically operates
at less than 7,000 KPa which is close to
the maximum allowable operating pressure
of the main APA Group Longford to
Dandenong gas pipeline of 6,895 KPag.
To allow for an In-line inspection program
to be carried out, the following modifications
to the existing launching and receiving sites
need to be carried out:
 esign of a new Launcher Trap, Pipeline
D
isolation ball valves and kicker line to
allow an intelligent pig to be launched.
I nstallation of a bypass valve around a
remotely operated actuated isolation
valve to allow pressure to be equalized.
 afety precautions including; the design
S
of a new emergency vent, static earthing
to the trap and relocation of the cathodic
protection insulated flange to the 2
flanges on the pipeline barred tee.

Pig trap assembled in Comdains systems centre

 elocation of 30 metres of DN225 MSCL
R
pipeline over the weekend

For the receiving site the following
modifications need to be carried out:
 esign of a new Receiver Trap, Pipeline
D
isolation ball valves and kicker line to
allow an intelligent pig to be received.
Design of a new pressure tapping point.
 esign of a new concrete area on
D
the entrance adjacent to the pressure
regulators and the end of the pig receiver.
 afety precautions including; the design
S
of a new emergency vent, static earthing
to the trap, the relocation of the cathodic
protection insulated flange to the 2 flanges
on the pipeline barred tee as well as an
additional 2 bollards installed on the
new concrete area
Pigging operation refers to the maintenance
practice for pipelines using ‘pipeline pigs’ for
cleaning or inspection of the pipeline without
interruption of the gas flow in the pipeline.
Pipeline pigs are capsule shaped objects
which travel through the pipeline, cleaning
the inner walls of the pipeline by brushing
action or for inline inspection purposes.
The pig is inserted into a pig launcher, which is a
vessel used for launching the pig into a pipeline
by creating a pressure differential. This pressure
differential allows the pig to launch itself out of
the launcher into the pipeline.
The speed of the pig along the pipeline
is dictated by the flow of gas through the
pipeline. Once the pig reaches the end of
the pipeline, the launcher trap is used to
capture the pig and also allows the pig to
be retrieved from the pipeline.
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Land Development
Project:
Harpley Carinya Estate Update

Start date:
September 2014

Completion date:
October 2017

Client:
EGB/Lendlease

About the project:
In early 2014 , construction began on the
465-hectare community – Harpley Carinya
Estate. Located just 3km from the Werribee
CBD and 30km south west of Melbourne,
Harpley will offer direct access via the
Princes Freeway. With a unique series
of interconnected lakes and waterways
offering a range of different water
experiences from lakeside walk trails
to waterfront shopping and dining.
Over 60 hectares of open space will
be dedicated to lakes and wetlands
with more than 30 hectares of
permanent open water.
The works, overseen by Comdain’s
Land Development Program Manager

Edward Greer, have been hugely
successful with works being completed
within the required time and under
budget, Greer commented;
“The site team have been excellent.
They have worked in well with other
contractors on-site, while still meeting the
internal productivity targets set for them.
This is especially encouraging when we
consider the large amount of rock we have
encountered on-site which provided an
ongoing challenge for our crew.”
Comdain’s Safety Vision has been
pivotal in ensuring work sites are
safe at all times, EGB Safety Manager
Evelina North-Coombes recently stating:
“EGB takes a strong approach to safety,
it is for this reason we are so pleased to
work alongside the Comdain team, with
regular tool box meetings and a strong
safety presence, Comdain has continuously
scored very high in on-site safety inspections.
We look forward to working closely with
Comdain over the remaining stages of
this projects as well as future projects.”

Sydney
Project:
Sydney Water Network Repair

Start date:
May 2016

Completion date:
June 2020

Client:
Sydney Water

About the project:
In May 2016, Comdain commenced works for
Sydney Water with the objective to maintain,
repair and upgrade damaged sections of
Sydney Water’s existing sewer network and
related infrastructure across Sydney Water’s
entire area of operation. Services include
pipeline repair, relay and patching, manhole
rehabilitations, CCTV, robotics and minor
civil works.
The Sydney Water Network Repair
contract builds on Comdain’s portfolio of
Asset Management contracts nationally,
bringing our customers service and
scheduling excellence to the fore.

Prior to the project commencing Comdain,
ICP, Coates and JNK organised a demo day,
showcasing each companies capabilities
being implemented throughout this 4 year
program. a demonstration of Comlink, for
which a contract specific, highly functioning
app has been developed, further extending
the capability of our Comlink Platform.
The open day was a fantastic opportunity
to show case Comdain’s commitment to
the program and resources being invested,
including expert project management
capabilities. Senior Project Manager –
Simon Gibbs commented:
“This is one of the most exciting projects,
vital to Sydney’s water future, we are proud
to be a part of this program and look forward
to delivering a successful program.”

Jim Gaha, Comdain COO, showcasing Comdain’s IT and field mobility capabilities
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Seqwater Grid: Ashgrove to Enoggera Pipeline Upgrade
In June 2016, Comdain was awarded a contract to build two new
sections of underground water pipeline as well as decommission
an older section of pipeline, for South East Queensland Water in
Brisbane’s north-west. The new underground pipelines will be laid in
parts of Ashgrove, Alderley and Enoggera, which will take about nine
months and once complete, will play a key role in supplying reliable
drinking water to more than 50,000 local consumers.
The $4.5m upgrade will be conducted in three stages:

The event was a wonderful opportunity for the delivery team
and management from Comdain and seqwater to meet prior
to commencing works and discuss topics around joint safety
commitments and expectations for working closely with the local
community over the 9 month project.

Attendees on the day included:
Peter Wall, Senior Project Manager (Seqwater)

I nstallation of a new water pipeline between Bridge Street and
Victoria Street, Ashgrove;

Kathleen Thatcher, Manager Program Delivery (Seqwater)

I nstallation of a new water pipeline between Lloyd Street,
Alderley and Pickering Street, Enoggera and;

Robert Ryan, QLD State Manager (Comdain)

Decommissioning of a water pipeline along Wardell Street.

Aidan McCarthy, Senior Project Engineer (Comdain)

The water pipeline along Wardell Street is one of the oldest
pipelines in the seqwater grid, which was installed in 1940.
Steel pipes generally have a life span of approximately 80 years,
thus the required upgrade. Comdain will be carrying out works
including drilling under roads, drilling under the railway line
as well as trenching (excavating) in roads and the road reserve.
Comdain will be responsible for the duty of care ensuring public
safety where works will be performed, ensuring sufficient signage
is placed around hazardous sites, managing changes to local traffic
conditions as well as managing levels of noise and dust, especially
in residential areas.
Comdain organised a corporate induction for the seqwater team
at the site compound in Ashgrove on Tuesday 5th of July 2016,
as a team kick off.
First stage of the program

Peter Coen, Chief Executive Officer (Comdain)
Liam Hynes, Senior Project Manager (Comdain)

This was a great opportunity
for the teams to meet, discuss
any questions and confirm
finer details of the project.
Comdain’s project manager on
this upgrade stated: “The kick
off was a great way to showcase
the Comdain Safety Vision as
well as further aligning our
project team with the project
objectives and broader corporate
objectives of both seqwater and
Comdain."
Second stage of the program
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Comdain awarded

$50m in contracts
Its been an exciting few months since the last edition of Comdain
Connect in terms of securing future works including some major
projects. Right across the business we have been awarded contracts
with existing clients QUU, Multinet Gas, Seqwater as well as new clients
such as Jemena, Murrumbidgee Irrigation and Brookfield / TasGas.
In Queensland, the Pipelines Team were successful with their bid to
design and construct a new trunk water main between Wellers Hill
and Bartleys Hill water supply zones. The project includes approx.
2,000m of new 750mm pipeline laid in open trench, and up to 1,100m
of 600mm pipeline drilled beneath the Brisbane River. Comdain and
subcontractor partners Beca and Coe Drilling developed a winning
solution that is expected to cost around $15m. QUU selected Comdain
to design and construct this project based on the expertise of critical
water infrastructure, specifically Comdain’s financial, technical and
delivery capabilities ensuring a competitive pricing structure.
Comdain’s Systems Group has secured a 2 year contract with Jemena in
NSW to provide fabricated Meter Sets or Meter Kits for the purpose of
measuring the usage of gas by its customers throughout NSW and ACT.
The tender process involved several presentations by Comdain to
Jemena and also included tours around Systems Group’s engineering
facility in Epping, Victoria and NSW’s new facility in Seven Hills.

Comdain continues to
invest in senior industry
professionals
As we continue to strive for industry best practices in Engineering
and Asset Management services, it is critical to not only develop
internally, but recruit industry professionals to assist, drive and
lead Comdain on the journey.
One such role is General Manager Development. The role is
accountable for ensuring best practise in bidding, design and
delivering projects and programs. A varied role which captures and
shares innovations and lessons learnt throughout the business.

General Manager –
Development,

Chris Bulloch
Chris was the General Manager
of Lendlease Water and Gas and
had oversight of over 900 people,
4 major maintenance contracts
throughout Victoria and New Zealand,
and construction projects throughout
Australia. Prior to this he was the General Manager for Abigroup
Contractors Pty Limited in which he was involved in road and
rail transport projects.

Also in NSW, Comdain’s Regional (Irrigation) business unit has been
awarded the Gunbar Water Pipeline by Murrumbidgee Irrigation, part
of the Wah Wah Stock and Domestic Pipeline Project under the Private
Irrigation Infrastructure Operators Program (PIIOP). The new 270km
pipeline and pump station (2 no.) system will improve the Wah Wah
Stock and Domestic District open channel system efficiency rate,
currently operating at 18% and increase water supply reliability and
provide water savings to the commonwealth for environmental flows.

He brings over 28 years’ experience in the construction, asset
management and maintenance industry and has held project
director and governance positions on contracts with values
of up to $1.4 billion.

The Multinet team continue to excel in service delivery and have
recently been awarded a capital works package in Balwyn North.
The project is to upgrade approx. 12km’s of existing low pressure (LP)
gas mains by inserting new PE mains through the old pipe. This package
of works is part of Comdain’s overall “insertions” program of over
44kms for the year in Victoria.

Chris will be based in Brisbane and will travel and work across
the East Coast in order to support each of our regions.

Engineering (Vic) continue to build their portfolio in the treatment
sector with a project for Goulburn Valley Water, upgrading six treatment
plants across regional Victoria. The project involves the design, supply,
installation, commissioning and testing of new inlet screw screens and
associated pipework, controls and equipment.
The Asset Management (Vic) team secured a contract to construct new
gas reticulation networks in the regional towns of Swan Hill and Lakes
Entrance, as part of the Victorian State Governments Natural Gas initiative.
The project involves constructing approx. 56kms of gas mains in the
towns and connecting it to the local gas supply daughter stations.
These projects are only part of what is expected to be another busy
year for Comdain, as we continue to be leaders in engineering and
asset management service provision.

Chris has also served on a number of boards including the
Barangaroo South Pty Ltd development which is a $6 billion
development in Sydney’s waterfront district, and more recently
the $2.5 billion Networks, Facilities and Renewals Program (NFRP)
for Sydney Water.

State Manager – NSW,

Tom Fallon
Comdain welcomes Tom Fallon to the
team as State Manager for NSW. Tom is
a senior executive with over 25 years’
experience managing multi-million
dollar projects around Australia.
Tom Brings experience from various
sectors including, water, road, rail,
mining, oil and gas, where he focused on managing, developing,
innovating and delivering the highest levels of customer service.
In his role as State Manager he will be responsible for the long
term development of Comdain in NSW with a particular focus on
continuing to build the Comdain delivery team and the relationship
with Sydney Water, Water NSW, Jemena and Hunter Water.
Tom has over 25 years’ experience delivering major infrastructure
in the water, transport and resource sectors and has held senior
operational and General Management roles within major
contracting firms such as Lendlease and Thiess.
Tom will be based in the Sydney office.
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Fire and Ice at Ozwater
In May 2016, Comdain sponsored and
exhibited at the AWA International water
conference and exhibition, Ozwater’16.
Comdain sponsored the Official welcome
event themed ‘Fire and Ice’, which saw two
fire twirlers flinging rings of fire near the
entrance of the venue, a welcomed way
to warm up the night. The night only got
hotter with an array of food from various
parts of Melbourne’s most popular
streets and laneways. A Comdain branded
ice sculpture was on hand to keep
everyone cool. The event ran over three
days and was held in conjunction with
various conference presentations covering
asset management, research papers and
future water projects to name a few.

The Australian Water Association is
important for Comdain to keep abreast of
upcoming issues and assist with the ever
evolving water infrastructure projects in
Australia. Victorian state manager Matt Joyce
stated: “Comdain is proud to support AWA,
Ozwater is fantastic event allowing industry
professionals to come together in a common
goal of bettering the water industry, Comdain
looks forward to again supporting AWA’s
Ozwater in Sydney in 2017”

The Comdain branded ice sculpture kept guests
cool at the Ozwater welcome event

Things warmed up quickly at the Ozwater welcome event

Irrigation Australia Update
Two weeks after the AWA conference,
Comdain sponsored and exhibited at the
2016 Irrigation Australia International
Conference and Exhibition, during which
Comdain was the official Gala Dinner
sponsor. The event itself, according to
event organisers was a record braking
event for number of exhibitors with over
140 exhibiting companies, 100 speakers and
over 3,000 industry professionals attending
the event. The theme for this year’s event
was: 'Irrigation – for prosperity and wellbeing'
The official Gala Dinner took place on
Tuesday 24th of May at Showtime Events
Centre, South Wharf. The event was
hosted by Frankie Stevens, presenting
to over 275 people on the night. A 5
minute welcoming speech from General
Manager – Regional, Alex Marshal, was

a great way to kick off the night, Alex
commented on Comdain being a leader
and an innovator during the delivery of the
sectors most important projects such as:
GMW Connections, Sunraysia Modernisation
Program, Hattah Lakes and NSW Metering
project, to name a few.
The event itself was deemed a great success,
with ongoing foot traffic throughout the
3 days of exhibition, discussions with current
and potential clients as well as numerous
people simply stopping by admire our stand.
This year the Comdain stand featured a
section cut out of a 2m diameter GRP with
a laptop featuring various regional
Comdain jobs, with a highlight on the

Sunraysia Modernisation Program during
which the actual piece of GRP was used.
In addition, Comdain featured a meter
used during the NSW metering project.
Manning the stand were; Andrew Sinn
and Brad Janson, both of whom had
positive feedback of the event.
Systems group program manager,
Brad Janson recently stated: “The regional
sector is an important business and majority
of regional projects include irrigation works,
our smart, dynamic approach allows us to
lead the industry, whilst attending events
such as the Irrigation Australia Conference
allow us to showcase our recent projects
and innovative wins”

Getting to know our people
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Talking with…
Gillian Jones

Talking with…
Kerry Karafotias

Title: Senior Estimator – CIC Projects
Area of the business: Multinet
Location: Clayton
Time with Comdain: 3 years

Title: GM – Commercial, Legal and Risk

Tell us about the diversity of your role?
My role as a Senior Estimator has something new and exciting every
day. This role involves dealing with Consultants, Architects, Builders,
Plumbers, Project Engineers and not forgetting the Asset Owners –
Multinet Gas. There is a broad range of duties within the role from
a simple domestic gas connection to the complexities of a High- Rise
Residential and Commercial development or large manufacturing plant.
In general there is never a dull moment!!!
What drew you to Comdain?
I must admit, there wasn’t much I knew about Comdain, until the bid
for Multinet’s Service Provider. It was then I took an interest in my
former employers competitor, and looked at Comdain as being the better
company to work for. After joining Comdain I realised the Management
and people made this the perfect choice.
How do you recharge after hours?
During the week after work, I would take my dog Jasper for a walk, watch
TV or a movie with the family, play scrabble with my 91 year old mum or
simply muck around with my kids (Jess 19 and Ethan 14)
What would a "perfect" day look like for you?
Going for long drives into the country side with my husband Gren and
discovering different parts of Victoria.
What motivates you to work hard?
I guess enjoying every part of the work I do plays a big part in being
motivated. The day to day challenges and feeling of accomplishment
make it worth the effort.
What makes you laugh the most?
It doesn’t take much to make me laugh, however I love a good you tube
video of animals or kids doing silly things.
Aside from necessities, what one thing could you not go a day
without?
Cuddling my furry ‘son’, Jasper.

Area of the business: Corporate
Location: Epping
Time with Comdain: 10 months

What is a typical day for you at Comdain?
I arrive at the Epping office and receive a warm welcome from Miranda at
the front desk. I grab a coffee, flick the computer on and try and keep up
with all the emails and calls.
What is your favourite thing about your career?
I am fortunate that my career has allowed me the flexibility to change
industries and meet new and a diverse range of people.
Do you collect anything?
I want to be able to say collecting vintage cars, but instead I am
collecting reasons to convince my family that starting a vintage
car collection has value.
What song would you say best sums you up?
Eye of the tiger.
What do you do to keep fit?
I buy expensive gym equipment that I assemble and use for a week before
getting injured.
What celebrity would you like to meet for a cup of coffee?
Noam Chomsky or Yanis Varoufakis.
Do you know any good riddles or brain teasers?
Q: H
 ow do you get out of a room with no windows or doors, but just
a table in the middle?
A: • Run around the table until your feet get sore (saw).
• Pick up the saw and cut the table in half.
• A half and a half make a hole.
• Go down the hole and yell at the top of your voice until your voice is hoarse.
• Jump on the horse and ride away.
Which sports team(s) do you follow?
Adelaide Crows and Melbourne Victory.

What three items would you take with you on a deserted island?
Scotch fingers, coffee and a good book.

Country boy from Echuca kicking goals in the USA!
At a ripe young age of 27, Comdain’s very
own Tom Sheldon has been recruited by
the University of North Carolina (UNC)
Tar Heels, announced to start as their
new punter when the season kicks off
in September 2016. Tom worked with
Comdain for over two and a half years as
a program Engineer based out of Echuca.
During he’s spare time Tom played as a
backman for he’s local team the Kyabram
Bombers with local Shepparton News
reporter Gus Underwood, recently making a
reference to Tom’s “...Booming left foot kicks
that regularly disorganised rival defences…”
It was this booming left foot kick that
caught the attention of Larry Fedora,
UNC’s Head Coach. Larry has recently
stated Tom’s ability to kick has been
outstanding, consistently kicking between

45-50 yards punts with 4-5 second hang
time during their early practice sessions.
Tom has been featured in local news
including popular scouting website
'scout.com' as well as the local university
papers. However the Sheldon name is no
stranger to the lime light, with Tom’s uncle,
Kenneth John “Bomba” Sheldon, responsible
for kicking the winning goal for Carlton
Football Club in the 1979 AFL Grand Final
against Collingwood, Ken was also part of
the Blues’ 81’ and 82’ premiership side.
The recently popular shift for gridiron teams
to scout Aussie Rules players has been
largely attributed on the kicking style of the
popular ‘drop punt’ and ‘torpedo’ which ticks
the box of a spiral kick, precisely aimed over
a long distance. Tom goes on to a join a list
of other successful punters coming from the

Aussie Rules code including; Saveiro Rocca,
Brad Wing, Ben Graham and Mat McBriar to
name a few.
The team at Comdain wishes Tom all the very
best in he’s new position, given the work
ethic and perseverance he showed during
he’s time at Comdain, there’s no doubt he’ll
continue to kick goals and make headlines!
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What we’ve been up to...
Photo
Competition

Honourable Mentions
A Relift Pump
Station on the CD
Pipeline project

Congratulations to
Paul Danziger who wins a
$100 Gold Class
cinema voucher!
Many hands
make light work...

Entries are now open for
the December competition.

Terry's new toy

Send your photos to marketing@comdain.com.au

Welcome new members
of the Comdain family

Congratulations to all the growing families
with the safe arrival of their bundles of joy.

Congratulations
to Tim Xu and he’s
partner Mary on the
arrival of their baby
boy Isaac Xu

Congratulations to
new grandma Halina
Lojko who is loving
her new grandson
Xavier Adam who was
born on Saturday 11th
of June at 8:59am,
weighing in at 9lb 6oz.

Happy parents
Edward and Kelly
welcome Charlotte
Emily Chambers.

Michael and Leonie
recently welcomed
Marley Joan Campbell
who arrived on
Monday the 9th of
May (just!) at 11:48pm.
Marley weighed in 6lb
2.oz, both mum and
bub are doing well.

On Friday the 5th of August 2016 Comdain
Victoria got together for lunch and to raise
money for a worthy cause. Thanks for everyone
for getting involved on the day!

A big congratulations
to both Matthew and
Jackie who recently
welcomed James
Anthony Hughes on
12th of June 2016,
James weighed in at
9lb 9oz and arriving at
2:20pm making mum
and dad extremely
happy.

A big welcome to
baby Eadie Gwen
Spedding born May
31st, weighing in at
8lb 5oz, Samantha
and Scott are both
over the moon.

Congratulations to both Alicia
and Dan on the arrival of their
beautiful baby boy; Coen
James Stanton who arrived
on 27th of June at 9:32pm,
weighing in at 7lbs 3oz, family
are full of joy and we wish
them all the very best.

Jeans for Genes Day

Smart move

Alicia!

Remember to let us know of your adventures…
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